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Sales training is often approached with a car wash mentality: You’re in, you’re out, and you’re ready to sell.

This isn’t how deep learning happens. If you want to raise the bar and change how sellers sell, you need to do something different. 

It’s time for an entirely new approach to sales education; an approach that drives real behavior change and results. 

Leading organizations don’t see sales training as an event—they view it as an ongoing process. 

They develop a sales education system where they not only build sales team capabilities, but also design training that enables sellers 
to apply those capabilities to transform the way they sell. 

Leading organizations approach sales training like building a university. 

There are three major stages organizations follow to build such a university. Note that you don’t have to be formally developing a sales 
university to follow this process. The university is a concept to help frame your thinking. This process works to make any kind of sales 
training initiative a significant success.

Current State New Reality

 Sales Education and Change 
Strategy

 Lead and Lag Success 
Measures

 Sales Competency Model

 Role Specific Curricula

 Tailored Training

 Transformational Experience

 Multiple Training Methods and 
Delivery Modalities

 Reinforcement

 Certification

 Execution Assurance through Sales 
Management and Coaching

 Embed through Train-the-Trainer 
and Coaching

 Measurement and Continuous 
Improvement

STAGE 1
Set the table for success

STAGE 2
Inspire, transform, and reinforce

STAGE 3
Empower sellers to execute
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The State of Sales Training

The cliché of clichés is to open a report like this by saying change is afoot. So we won’t open with 
“change is afoot.”

In the world of sales training and enablement, change is explosive.

It wasn’t always like this. From the 1990s into the 2000s, sales training was a pretty sleepy area at 
most companies. (Apologies to you ‘90’s sales training rock stars, but, in general, it was a quiet 
time.) Everyone was trying to get their sellers to pitch less, ask more questions, and present 
offerings as solutions.

In the 2010s, people started to recognize that sellers who drive ideas and shape buyers’ points of 
view are more likely to succeed at selling than those who don’t. 

Looking forward to the 2020s, it’s more important than ever to have sellers who are multi-skilled 
change agents. 

Sales training has struggled to keep up. Organizations that only recently established sales training 
and enablement programs now expect them to drive competitive advantage, do it fast, and keep 
sellers in the field as much as possible. At the same time, enablement teams must drive seller 
learning even more rigorously, and do it with fewer resources. 

Given the explosive technology-driven environment, conflicting advice from sales pundits, high 
turnover rates, and current hiring challenges, unleashing the potential of the sales force has never 
been more complex. 

At the same time, sellers themselves are notoriously focused on the sale and target right in front 
of them. Many sellers tell us they’re too busy trying to achieve target this quarter, and thus don’t 
have time to focus on their own capability development. So they push it off. And off. And off. 

With these headwinds, sales training fails much more often than it succeeds. 

1990s - 2000s 2010s 2020s

Sales Method Pitch  Consultative Idea Driver Multi-Skilled 
Change Agent

Training and 
Enablement Establish Demonstrate 

Success

Drive Competitive 
Advantage Fast and 

With Less

Complexity Good Old Days Increasing Explosive

Sales Training and Enablement Revolution

+ +

https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/books/insight-selling
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Sales Training Works Wonders—When It Works 

For the RAIN Group Center for Sales Research’s Top Performing Sales Organization Benchmark 
Report, we studied 472 mid-size and large sales organizations, analyzing factors including sales 
training efficacy and investment, and comparing them with sales force effectiveness. 

Organizations with stronger sales training effectiveness and stronger investment were much more 
likely to be Top and Elite Performers vs. The Rest.1

1  Mike Schultz, John Doerr, and Mary Flaherty, The Top-Performing Sales Organization (RAIN Group, 2016). 

Figure 2. Investment and Focus on 
Sales Training Performance

Figure 1. Sales Training 
Effectiveness by Performance

With The Rest representing 80% of organizations, it’s no wonder so many training initiatives fail!

In recent years, when sales organizations have tired of failed training, they’ve said something like, 
“This time we’re going to train the sales coaches, reinforce the material properly, and make sure 
we get results.”

Here’s the flow we often see:

When this happens, and it’s done well, the skill goes up; over a number of months, results and ROI 
come to life. For example, it may look something like Fig. 3 (next page). 

Let’s get them the skill. 
If our sellers can just be 
better at consultative 

selling, or prospecting, or 
negotiating…everything

will be better. 

We need better sales 
results, so we need 
sellers to be better!

Sellers gain and use 
skills…for a while.

Mandate Program to Build 
Specific Skill

Program Delivery 
and Reinforcement 

Figure 1
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But, over time…

 § Trained sellers and coaches leave

 § New hires are not trained on the skills

 § Skills are not reinforced after initial enthusiasm wanes

 § Sellers are not held accountable over time to continue to apply the skills

 § Sellers don’t learn the next logical skill

So while the program looks successful initially, results tend to fade over the next year or two:

When, however: 

 § New hires are trained on the skills

 § The skills continue to be reinforced 

 § Sellers learn the next logical skill

 § Sellers are held accountable over time for applying the skills

Figure 3. Consultative Selling Program Example (Short Term)Figure 3

21 643 5

MONTHS

Consultative 
Selling Skills

Results
and

ROI $

Figure 4. Consultative Selling Program Example (Long Term) Figure 4

1 2 3

YEARS

Results
       and

           ROI $

Consultative 
Selling Skills
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This happens:

In fact, this actually happens at Top-Performing Sales Organizations.

The sellers at Top-Performing Sales Organizations drive results—higher win rates on proposed 
sales, greater sales goal attainment, stronger pricing, and higher growth in strategic accounts (see 
Fig. 7 on next page). 

With such strong training and support, Top Performers are also less likely to lose their top sellers. 

Again, however, training too often fails. 

Figure 5
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Core consultative selling skills
(i.e., RAIN Selling)

Advanced consultative selling skills
(i.e., Insight Selling)

Driving and winning sales opportunities

Managing time, focus, and personal effectiveness

Driving account growth

Filling the pipeline
(prospecting)

Figure 5. Reinforcement and Addition of New Skills

Figure 6. Sellers Have the Skills They Need to Find and Win Business Consistently and at a High Level2
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2  Mike Schultz, John Doerr, and Mary Flaherty, The Top-Performing Sales Organization. 
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It’s time for an entirely new way of approaching sales education; an approach that changes the way 
sales training is conceived, designed, and executed over the long-term. An approach that drives 
real behavior change and results.

The end result: a team of top performers who not only meet, but consistently exceed, quota. 

Keep reading and we’ll share how the few companies that make it happen are getting it done.

Sales Training Designed for Learning and Change

Sales training is often approached with a car wash mentality. Pull in when needed and come out 
the other side shiny, new, and ready to be a top seller. This approach might be fine for learning 
basic tasks, but selling is not a basic task.

Not only is there a large body of sophisticated skills and knowledge to master, but sales training 
often involves changing the behavior of adults who are set in their ways.

Discrete-event training simply can’t mirror the effectiveness of a well-planned strategy executed 
with concerted effort over time. Given that the car wash approach is the standard for most 
organizations, it’s no wonder that most training fails and billions of dollars are wasted each year.

Leading organizations don’t see sales training as an event—they view it as an ongoing process.

They develop a sales education system where they not only build sales team capabilities, but also 
design training that enables sellers to apply those capabilities to transform the way they sell.
Leading organizations approach sales training like building a sales university. 

41%

40%
100%

Win Rate Sales Goal 
Attainment

Maximize Value 
and Price

Grew Revenue in Strategic 
Accounts 20%+

62%

49%

58%

18%

55%

3.1X1.4X2X
+22

percentage points

Top Performers The Rest

Figure 7. Top Performers vs. The Rest
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Category Typical Sales Training Sales University

Approach to sales training Flavor of the month, jumbled Focused, organized, logical, 
long-term view

Staying power Learning forgotten, not 
applied Learned, internalized, applied

New hire ramp-up Slow, inefficient process to 
get new hires to full capacity Fast, effective, repeatable

Delivery method and 
components Limited

Live and online blended learning, 
multiple modalities, testing and 

certification

Customization If done, lots of effort, little use Maximum use for sales 
enablement

Sales approach (method) Aging, limited, jumbled mix Research-based, current, field-
tested, comprehensive

Effectiveness Not remembered, not 
connected to daily work

Internalized, integrated with 
sales performance environment, 

behaviors applied on the job

Sales Training vs. Sales University

Companies of 
virtually any size 
can now set up 
their own sales 
university. 

3  Peter Ostrow, It’s a Marathon, Not a Sprint: Best-In-Class B2B Sales Training For an Ever-Changing Market 
(Aberdeen Group, 2014).

A New Approach: Building a Sales University

World-class sales training feels less like discrete events and more like a university education. 

The sales university approach works, gets applied, and makes a significant impact. 

Although transforming your approach to sales training by developing your own sales university 
won’t happen overnight, getting there is certainly worth the effort. According to data from a
Aberdeen Group study, companies that deploy formal sales training initiatives lead non-adopters in:

 § Overall team attainment of sales quota (78% vs. 63%)

 § Customer retention (71% vs. 66%)

 § The percentage of sales reps achieving quota (64% vs. 42%)3 

You might not think setting up a corporate university is a new idea; the largest organizations have 
been doing it for some years. However, with the way learning technologies and approaches have 
evolved—and with some forethought—companies of virtually any size can now set up their own 
sales university. 
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Current State New Reality

 Sales Education and Change 
Strategy

 Lead and Lag Success 
Measures

 Sales Competency Model

 Role Specific Curricula

 Tailored Training

 Transformational Experience

 Multiple Training Methods and 
Delivery Modalities

 Reinforcement

 Certification

 Execution Assurance through Sales 
Management and Coaching

 Embed through Train-the-Trainer 
and Coaching

 Measurement and Continuous 
Improvement

Figure 8. Sales Training Roadmap for Change

The Three Stages of Building a Sales University

When a sales university is developed well, organizations do so in three major stages:

1. Craft: Organizations need to view sales education as a change-management initiative. 
They must define the goals of sales training from a business perspective and a learning 
perspective. Then, they can drive development of specific skills, such as in a competency 
model, and do so in a planned way. Training needs to be designed to connect sellers to 
the specific work context they face, and to resonate with the modern learner.

2. Deliver: Organizations need to deliver training that’s a transformational experience. 
Training needs to be enjoyable, drive change in thought processes and skills, and be 
delivered in modalities that work for the modern learner. While live instructor-led training 
is still critical, it needs to be blended with online training and virtual instructor-led 
training, enhanced with technology, and reinforced through effective sales management. 

3. Enable: Lastly, organizations need to embed the method into the fiber of the company. 
Sales managers and how they work with sellers to implement the training are essential in 
this stage. They also need to measure results and continually work to improve the system. 

In the pages that follow, we’ll cover each stage and its components in depth.

Before we do, note that you don’t have to be developing a sales university to benefit from the rest 
of this guide. The university is a concept to help you frame your thinking. If you’re quarterbacking 
any kind of sales training initiative, the content that follows will help identify important pillars. 
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Stage 1: Craft

1. Define Sales Education and Change Strategy

If you want to raise the game of your sellers and sales managers across the board, think change 
management. Yes, with training, but not “just training.”

Why?

If you’re doing something simple, like training people how to use Excel, they’ll learn it, use it, and 
get better. It’s linear. It’s simple.

Most selling, however, is neither linear nor simple. You’re asking adults who are often set in their 
habits and mindset to do something different with their time. You’re asking them to take risks by 
doing something they’re unfamiliar with, and potentially not great at (yet).

You’re asking them to change habits that are not only routine, but also long-ingrained and belief-
system-backed. 

Usually the stakes are high. It’s easy to make the case that millions, hundreds of millions, or billions 
in financial gain can be had through sales improvement. You can affect growth. You can affect 
competitiveness. You can affect stock price. These are common items on leadership teams’ top 
priority lists. 

Get sales right and you can be significantly more competitive and successful.

However, this success is rarely achieved. 

Why?

Because achieving these results takes change: systematic, architected behavior change across the 
majority of your team. 

Picture in your mind’s eye the common perception of a training program. Can a training program 
in its common form achieve this type of change?

No.

But with the right plan, the right leadership commitment, the right expectations, and the right 
orchestration of events, could you make it happen? 

Yes, and we’ve seen it happen.

When you think of sales training as change management, you’ll be much more likely to succeed.

Now think of the change. If you know where you are (i.e., your current state) and where you’re 
headed (i.e., your New Reality), you can build a path to get there. 
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Here’s an example:4

Note that the content in the blueprint is an example. Your current state, New Reality, advantages, 
and measures will be different. Other current state challenges often include lack of strategic 
account growth, rampant discounting, disjointed and ineffective sales management, high sales 
turnover, and more. The point is if you know what you want to change, you can build a plan to 
change it.

Now on to planning for execution. Organizations that get sales education right answer two 
important questions in the early stages:

 § How will sellers implement what they learn? Organizations that don’t consider how 
sellers will implement what they learn, or they make assumptions, will ultimately fail 
to resonate with sellers. Sure, there will always be some naysayers, but there’s often a 
disconnect between the thinking and expectations of the sponsors of the training and the 
participants themselves. 
 

4  This example is in the format of a Buyer Change Blueprint that we, at RAIN Group, use to teach sellers how to 
craft a case for and communicate change to buyers.

COMPANY Sales Training Blueprint for Change
Advantages of <COMPANY> Sales University

 Craft our way of selling 
 
 Embed method into company

 Drive long-term results

 Onboard new sellers

 Decrease total cost of training

 Sales team extreme productivity

 World-class sales managers

 Implement fast

Strategic / Financial 
 § Sellers wasting time, energy mixed at 

best

 § Time to seller ramp-up slow, expensive

 § Multiple, disjointed vendors

Tactical – Training 
 § No curriculum, training, certification yet 

in place

 § Failed historical sales method training

 § Too often product vs. client-centric

Tactical – Sellers
 § Prospecting weak, inconsistent

 § Sales conversations consistently 
unimpressive 

 § Sellers don’t drive major opportunity 
wins

 § Sellers not selling our value

1 2 3

Strategic / Financial 
 § Extremely productive, focused, 

motivated sellers

 § Fast seller ramp-up, productivity

 § Vendor consolidation

Tactical – Training 
 § Path to and measures of sales 

excellence 

 § Method deeply embedded in culture

 § Client and value-focused training

Tactical – Sellers
 § Energetic and strong prospecting

 § Sales conversations impressive and 
inspiring

 § Consistent major opportunity wins

 § Sellers driving significant value for 
buyers

Craft Deliver Enable

Measures of Success
Weighted Avg. Pipeline   Win Rate %  Avg. Sale Value  Discounting  Revenue per Seller 

Mission: Drive selling excellence and make selling a significant competitive advantage at <COMPANY>.

Current State New Reality
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Top Success Metrics

While there are many other sales metrics that might apply to you, here are 10 common lead and lag measures that most sales 
organizations find critical:

Posing the question of how something will be implemented goes a long way towards 
solving this issue and planning for enablement (Stage 3: Enable). Involving forward-
thinking sellers in education development helps establish the right path forward and 
creates the social proof for other sellers that they should accept and apply what they learn.

 § What will it really take to change the way our sellers sell? Most companies 
underestimate the effort needed to change the way their teams sell. Even if skills and 
knowledge training is effective in that it builds capabilities, it doesn’t ensure that sellers 
will change the way they sell. Sometimes sellers learn it and then don’t do it.

You need the right plan in place to ensure sellers change their behaviors and implement 
their new skills on-the-job.

It all starts at the top. Like any change initiative, the first step is to create a sense of urgency, a 
belief that it’s important. If senior leaders, colleagues, and other stakeholders don’t believe it’s 
important—that it’s worthy of their focus over and above their other priorities—then you start the 
change process with a steep hill to climb.

2. Define Lead and Lag Success Metrics

Let’s assume the powers-that-be have an appetite for raising the sales game. Next, you need to 
define the business (lag) metrics you’re trying to affect, and the indicator (lead) metrics that show 
you’re getting there.

Once you know the metrics, you can define what sellers need to know and do to accomplish them.

RAIN Group Change Blueprint 

One final note about change: the RAIN Group Craft  Deliver  Enable framework is the strategy and action plan to deliver 
it. We created it with underpinnings of theory from John Kotter’s 8 Steps to Change, Chip and Dan Heath’s Switch principles, 
McKinsey 7-S, Nudge theory, and our own 9 Habits of Extreme Productivity and habit change. Through decades of over 
1,000 client engagements, we’ve honed and updated this framework to deliver the highest likelihood of success. 

Lead Measures

1. Weighted average pipeline size

2. Pipeline growth

3. Sales activity (e.g., outbound activity, meetings)

4. Sales productivity (e.g., time spent selling)

5. Sales method and process adoption

6. Deal reviews (Win Labs) conducted

7. Sales skill progress / certification

8. Satisfaction with training

9. Seller engagement

10. Seller action plan clarity

Lag Measures

1. Win rate on proposed sales

2. Average sale value

3. Time to productivity

4. Percent (%) attainment of sales goal

5. Discounting / profitability of sales

6. Average account revenue

7. Average revenue per seller

8. Repeat business rate / churn

9. Length of sales cycle

10. Sales force turnover rate

https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/the-essential-list-of-sales-metrics
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/how-to-clear-your-pipeline-of-dead-wood
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/sales-white-papers/the-9-habits-of-extreme-productivity-thank-you
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/want-to-win-your-next-big-sale-win-lab-it
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/sales-white-papers/goal-setting-worksheet-thank-you
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/average-sales-win-rates-how-do-you-compare
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/sales-white-papers/top-sales-leadership-challenges-and-priorities-thank-you
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3. Build a Sales Competency Model 

Almost all training needs for a sales force can be defined in advance once you know what people 
need to do and produce. If you know what they need to do, you can define the knowledge, skills, 
and attributes required to do it. If you have defined the skills, knowledge, and attributes, you can 
define the content and format of training programs best suited to build them.

An early step in the process, then, is to build a sales competency model so you understand the 
skills your sellers need.
 
There are numerous sales competency model frameworks, and we have our own we often use with 
clients, but the point is this: have a competency model in place for each sales role so you clearly 
define what a great sales person looks like.

Then you can build their skills to get there.
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It’s much easier to build a curriculum if you have a checklist to guide 
what sellers need to do well to succeed at your company. At RAIN 
Group, we use the Sales Competency WheelSM to help us build 
curricula for a particular role.

The RAIN Group Sales Competency Wheel identifies the core areas 
where sellers must have proficiency in order to succeed. Not every 
seller must do everything in the wheel (e.g., not every seller must fill 
their own pipelines or drive account growth), but every sales role is 
comprised of some mix of these areas.

To use the Sales Competency Wheel yourself, ask for each of the 
areas:

 § Is this important for this sales role?

 § What does it look like when someone in this role does this 
well?

 § What should someone in this role do that we're not doing 
here now, but that sellers at other companies are doing?

The Sales Competency Wheel itself has a number of categories. 
We’ll look at it from the center out:

VALUE

At the center is value. When sellers can create value, they win. This is 
the end goal.

SALE

What do sellers need to do to create and win a particular sale or 
opportunity? Note that each area is connected to the concept of 
value.

 § Fill Pipeline: You can’t sell if you don’t have opportunities. If 
value is the outcome, then infuse value in the prospecting 
process itself.

 § Drive | Discover Need: Most sales processes focus solely on 
needs discovery. That’s only half the story. Sellers should also 
drive need proactively. With needs discovery, the idea is to 
find out what may be most valuable to a buyer when they 
indicate they have a need. With driving need, the idea is to 
find untapped value in the market and at accounts, and then 
make a case for doing something about it that creates value 
for the buyer.

 § Craft Solution: Whether you or the buyer drives the need, 
once you understand it, you must craft a solution that 
actually creates the most value.

 § Present: You have to communicate the full value of the 
solution so the buyer understands it as well as you do.

 § Negotiate: Assuming you’re selected by the buyer, often 
you enter a negotiation phase. The idea is to maintain 
margin and prices by focusing on value over price.

 § Win: The ultimate recognition of creating value is winning 
the sale. Winning doesn’t just happen, though. Sellers have 
to make it happen and beat the competition.

PEOPLE

To make sales work, sellers must succeed with people. The areas they 
need to focus on here are:

 § Conversation Mastery: Sellers must lead masterful 
conversations across the sales process.

 § Relationship Mastery: Sellers must build strong relationships 
as they affect success at every stage of the sales process.

 § Influence Mastery: It’s the job of a seller to influence buyer 
agendas, actions, and decisions.

PROCESS

For sellers to succeed at any of the inner circles, they must be able to:

 § Drive Opportunities: Leading the process of winning a sale, 
including planning to build relationships, leading masterful 
conversations, and influencing buyers.

 § Drive Account Growth: Penetrating, expanding, and 
protecting a company’s most important accounts.

 § Drive Themselves: Directing their own success, making their 
own action plans, managing their own time and activities, 
and managing their pipelines to yield maximum business.

These are all the skill areas sellers must have.

Factors influencing sellers’ abilities to get all of this done, are:

 § Sales Leadership: Defining the path to overall success, 
and architecting the system to allow teams to achieve their 
potential.

 § Sales Management: Working to help each seller reach their 
potential on a day-to-day basis.

 § Sales Performance Environment: Allowing sellers to sell 
effectively, and providing the tools to help them win.

OUTCOMESALEPEOPLEPROCESS
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4. Establish a Role-Specific Curriculum

A lot of sales training is done on little more than a whim. The problem is, next quarter someone 
else has another whim, leading to another “priority” training roll-out. When this happens, sellers 
tend to dismiss the importance of the training because, well, whatever was critically important two 
months ago is now off the radar screen.

Having a sales training competency model that underlies your curriculum solves this problem.

Defining your curriculum starts with identifying the output a particular role is expected to produce. 

Output Skills Training Needed

Complete a thorough needs discovery

 § Sales opportunity management

 § Leading masterful sales conversations   
(i.e., core consultative selling)

 § Questioning skills

Inspire buyers, shape buyers’ agendas for 
action

 § Presentation and storytelling skills

 § Selling ideas and insights (i.e., advanced 
consultative selling)

Sell value, reduce price pushbacks
 § Sales opportunity management

 § Core and advanced consultative selling

 § Sales negotiation

Grow key accounts Strategic account management

Maximize time, focus, and personal 
effectiveness Sales productivity 

Onboarding  

It’s essential in the process of developing a curriculum (see Fig. 10 on the next page) to define the new hire ramp-up 
curriculum and schedule. It takes an average of three months for a new seller to be ready to interact with buyers, nine months 
for them to be competent to perform, and 15 months for them to become a top performer.5  

We’ve seen ramp-up time cut by greater than 50% when companies home in on improving this area, increasing seller 
effectiveness and decreasing turnover of sellers for whom getting up to speed was taking too long.

Getting teams on the right track—and getting them ramped up to full productivity as quickly as possible—is a core 
component of the sales training curriculum.

5  Mike Schultz and Erica Stritch, Top Sales Leadership Challenges and Priorities (RAIN Group, 2019). 
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When thinking about a curriculum, a primary—yet often overlooked—role is the sales manager. If 
sales managers coach and lead their teams well, it makes a critical difference in your success.

Sales managers need to excel at:

 § Establishing clear goals, expectations, and action plans

 § Reinforcing skills, knowledge, and expected behaviors at regular sales meetings

 § Co-selling when appropriate, including observing and modeling expected behaviors6 

 § Dealing with issues and problems quickly and effectively

Organizations that don’t prioritize sales management strongly enough—including having a 
curriculum for sales management success—find themselves spending a lot of time and money with 
little to show for it.

6  Doing this correctly is tricky as you don’t want sales managers to overshadow their sellers. With the right 
strategies, sales managers can co-sell while helping sellers establish and maintain the role of primary buyer 
relationship manager.

 § Core <COMPANY> Program 
consists of COMPANY Selling 
I and II—leading masterful 
conversations and winning major 
sales

 § RAIN Sales Coaching is 
essential for helping coaches 
drive accountability and skills 
development, and help sellers 
win sales

 § ILTs are two-day, if you want to 
change smart adults’ behavior, 
they’re necessary

 § Online learning is core content 
in an asynchronous format for 
onboarding and reinforcement, 
and VILT is good for kickoffs 
and interactive experiences

Possible elective titles that link to 
<COMPANY> Sales Competency Model:

 § Strategic Account Management 
(driving account growth)

 § RAIN Sales Prospecting (driving 
pipeline growth)

 § RAIN Sales Negotiation (holding 
value pricing, winning sticky 
agreements)

 § 9 Habits of Extreme Productivity 
(getting the most out of time, 
focusing on the right activities, 
and pursuing top performance) 

Figure 9. Example Curriculum for <COMPANY> Seller
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Elective (optional, e.g. Strategic Acct 
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5. Tailor Training

If you want to connect with participants and make learning most impactful, you must tailor the 
content. Certain topics, of course, may be universal. However, if you don’t customize examples, 
exercises, tools, and reinforcement activities to match the context of your organization and market, 
sellers won’t accept it.

Customization takes a little work, but it’s necessary to make any corporate training initiative 
effective. Unfortunately, much of the customization work for training:

 § Isn’t readily applicable to the seller’s job

 § Gets lost or forgotten after the training, so it’s not used even when it is applicable

If you want to effectively customize your programs, don’t just focus on classroom-based case 
studies. Build job-aids, tools, and playbooks—assets your team can use on-the-job while selling—
including:

 § Opportunity and account planning tools

 § Needs discovery guides

 § Sales messaging, including how to sell new ideas and position your company value

 § Sales playbooks for supporting behavior across the sales cycle, from prospecting to 
negotiating to winning major opportunities

Receiving, practicing with, and using these kinds of sales performance support tools is often cited 
by sellers as the most beneficial part of training. Plus, they’re critical for helping the training stick.

Optimize Selling and Sales Management Processes 

Many organizations don’t have a consistent and effective sales process. In this case, they leave sales results to chance—to the 
whims of what each individual seller thinks is the best strategy to shepherd a sale from the first conversation to the win.

It’s also true that many organizations don’t have a consistent and effective sales management process. In this case, companies 
often find themselves with wildly inconsistent approaches to: 

 § Sourcing new sales opportunities

 § Winning opportunities and growing accounts

 § Motivating the sales force

 § Executing across teams

 § Developing sales messaging and using it consistently

 § Leading effective sales conversations

 § Developing the sales team

 § Retaining top performers

If you want sales training to become sales enablement, simply training and then sending the team out into the Wild West doesn’t 
work.

One other common mistake organizations make is opting to improve these processes before implementing any training because 
they think they have to. This isn’t the case. You can, and often should, build the plane while you’re going down the runway. You’ll 
accelerate progress at a higher rate than those that take a more linear approach.

The organizations that make sales training most effective work to strengthen the selling and sales management processes 
simultaneously, and then continuously work to improve them.
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Note on Budgeting

Once you define what your ideal return is (lead and lag measures), what your curricula look like, 
what your change plan looks like, and what customization and sales support assets you require, 
you should ask, “What resources (money, people, tools, etc.) do we need to get this done?” 

There are two hurdles to jump in the craft phase of a university:  

1. Defining the university itself: Goals, curricula, change plan, etc. 

2. Funding the university

Define the goals and outcomes of a university, then figure out the resources and investment 
required, and you’ll find a strong ROI story to tell.

Too often sales leaders ask, “What should we pay for sales training per person…what are the best 
practices?” 

This is fine to know, but don’t set your budget on it. Set your budget once you answer the 
question, “What will it take to get a worthwhile return for our business?” It might be more or less 
than the average. In any case, it needs to be enough to make your New Reality come to life.

Many organizations often charge forth with a beer budget and expect champagne results. 

If resources are limited, make a case for training a smaller group but doing it right. Then make sure 
the training succeeds and shows impact. A great way to optimize your change effort is to create an 
internal success story with internal champions who believe in it.
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Think of your best experiences when you were at your own university. Remember your favorite 
professors? Remember how they could take a dry subject and make it interesting, teaching in new 
and novel ways? Remember when you were most involved on campus and how it affected you? 
Remember working hard to get a good grade in a tough course?

The best sales universities do this by design. They’re engaging. They employ powerful teaching 
methods and modalities. They reinforce the training so it sticks.

Yours should, too. 

1. Deliver a Transformational Experience 

A pivotal point in the success or failure of a training initiative is the delivery itself. While trainers 
often dismiss smile sheets—the participants’ individual ratings of the efficacy of a training 
program—they’re vitally important. Not because a “5 out of 5” in satisfaction with the program 
ensures success, but because a “2 out of 5” ensures failure.

When participants are highly satisfied with training, they:

 § Are open to applying what they learned in the field

 § Are willing to accept reinforcement and coaching

 § Will come back for future training

Deliver training that’s boring, disconnected from daily work, or delivered by someone who doesn’t 
gain respect and trust, and you lose your sellers.

The following components are critical for the live delivery portion of training to be successful and 
connected to the daily work of selling:

 § Credible and skilled facilitators

 § Custom cases and job aids (see Stage 1: Craft)

 § High level of interaction vs. lecture

 § Gamification, technology, and custom assets embedded in learning

Do it right, and even the most experienced sellers will be inspired, and be willing to change and 
transform. Live delivery, however, is only part of the story.

2. Use Multiple Training Methods and Delivery Modalities 

It wasn’t so long ago that there was only one core way to deliver sales training: instructor-led in 
the classroom. Sure, there might have been CBT (computer-based training) solutions that were 
reasonably useful even 20 years ago, but it wasn’t until recently that effective blended delivery 
approaches became commonplace.

Stage 2: Deliver
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Training Modality When to Use and Why

Instructor-led training (ILT)

Live, in-person training is the linchpin of any training initiative when you need change to 
happen. In live programs, you have the full engagement of the participant. Participants can 
learn from their peers, practice new skills, receive real time feedback, become immersed in 
the topic, and are inspired to change.

Virtual, instructor-led training (VILT)

VILT is an increasingly important component of learning as technology tools to support 
interaction and participant engagement have improved. It’s typically not as powerful for 
engagement and change as instructor-led training, but, when managed well, can be a strong 
component to help ensure training sticks and works. 

eLearning (online, asynchronous)

eLearning is convenient and allows for flexibility. It’s self-driven, self-paced, interactive, and 
measurable. It’s often used as pre-work to build knowledge around a subject, post-work for 
reinforcement, and as a standalone to provide a baseline level of knowledge and skill transfer. 
With quizzes, tests, and reports, you can see if sellers are engaged and if the training is 
making a difference. 

Mobile and email in text and video

With email and mobile, core concepts can be delivered primarily to drive learning, and 
reinforced over time so learning is retained. These messages can guide seller behavior, drive 
knowledge and skill, increase eLearning engagement, test seller knowledge and skills with 
scenarios, and assist with analysis and coaching. 

Simulations
Simulations can be done live or asynchronous. They’re fun and engaging, and involve a 
“choose your own adventure” experience where participants are tested, rated, and given 
feedback using real life scenarios. 

Gamification
Games can make learning and behavior change fun, and drive engagement across the team. 
People tend to chase goals. Badges, scoring, and gamification lead people down desired 
paths of behavior change, while keeping them engaged and interested.

Coaching
The second linchpin of a successful sales training and transformation initiative is sales 
coaching. Sales coaching is a necessary part of change management. The importance and 
power of sales coaching can’t be understated. More on this in Stage 3: Enable.

Delivering learning through multiple modalities has two effects:

 § It makes the training more engaging

 § It has a cumulative effect on learning

In recent years, web-based tools and strategies (think video, gamification, and digital simulations) 
have made training more engaging and fun. If you’re not using these, you should. However, 
they’re not the only delivery mechanisms outside of live training.

Typical training modalities include:
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Emergence of a Flipped Classroom 

We’re often asked, “Can we minimize the length of time sellers are out of the field?” 

The answer is yes, but there are additional criteria to consider:

 § If you want the same result, you have to design pre-work and post-work to get there

 § This strategy has a few more moving parts; you have to be willing to execute them

If you take a two-day program and deliver it in one, but just cut half, you cut half. Our programs, and other well-designed 
programs, are designed to minimize the necessary time spent on topics to achieve learning. You can’t just truncate them.

However, if you’re willing to properly execute a flipped classroom, you can achieve a lot in less live-class time.

A flipped classroom is an instructional strategy and an approach to blended learning that reverses the traditional learning 
environment by delivering instructional content, often online, outside of the classroom. It moves activities, including those that 
may have traditionally been considered homework, into the classroom. 

In a flipped classroom, participants complete an online learning program, collaborate in online discussions, or carry out research 
before the live training takes place. This allows them to more effectively engage in applying the concepts in the classroom with 
the guidance of a facilitator.

A flipped classroom is a powerful strategy. It works. But we often hear, “We can’t get our team to focus on anything until we get 
them live and tell them to put their phones and computers away. That’s the only time we get full attention. We’ve tried it the other 
way and it doesn’t work.”

Well, it hasn’t worked yet. That doesn’t mean you can’t make it work. With the right plan, you can get full engagement in even 
the most difficult environments. 

In any case, a flipped classroom works, is powerful, and can minimize out-of-field selling time.

3. Reinforcement

Reinforcement has been a trend in the world of sales training for a while now. All of the research 
data in sales training—and learning and development in general—supports the need for robust 
reinforcement.

Yet it’s still not happening nearly often enough.

Fewer than half (44%) of companies formally follow-up initial sales training with reinforcement. At 
the same time, the companies that do reinforce training see 20% more salespeople achieve sales 
quotas.7  

Given that up to 77% of learning is forgotten within 6 days, reinforcement is a must.8 

The best way to drive retention is through spaced repetition and interval reinforcement. When 
a participant is exposed to an idea one time, there is less than 10% retention. However, when 
they’re exposed to an idea six times with short intervals in between, you can achieve greater than 
90% retention. 

One of the major advantages to approaching sales education through the sales university concept 
is the ongoing learning and reinforcement.

7  Peter Ostrow, It’s a Marathon, Not a Sprint: Best-In- Class B2B Sales Training for an Ever-Changing Market.
8  Hermann Ebbinghaus, Memory: A Contribution to Experimental Psychology (Teachers College, 1885). 
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Reinforcement comes in the way of:

 § Concept reinforcement

 § Expectation reinforcement

 § Motivation enhancement

 § Complementary learning

 § Action planning and review

 § Practice and feedback

 § Technology embedding

With the right reinforcement in place, you can have a lasting impact on people and results for 
years to come. 

With a university and a well-thought-out curriculum, the classes and programs build on each other. 
Sellers must demonstrate a certain level of proficiency before moving on to the next program. 
This helps the learning become permanent and important concepts stay top-of-mind. Only with 
consistent reinforcement will you transform the behaviors of sellers and allow sales training to 
meet sales enablement.

Note that sales coaching is vital to success. Coaches need to be engaged, aligned, and ready to 
support the initiative. More on this in Stage 3: Enable. 

4. Certification

Here’s something we hear all too often from sales leaders: “I was out in the field with a sales rep 
who’s been here for 3 years. Whoa! They can’t even lead an impressive initial conversation. No 
wonder their results are so weak.”

After you put people through training and reinforcement, the capstone of each topic should be 
certification.
 
It’s a final step, and it takes some effort, but the effort is worth it. Imagine you have 1,000 sellers. 
If only 54% of sellers have the skills to lead a great initial conversation, overcome objections, win 
a major sale, properly build a solution, build a value case, and so forth, it means 46% of sellers are 
likely to underperform or fail.

Figure 10. The Power of Spaced Repetition and Interval Reinforcement
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Maybe you can only get another 50% of sellers to achieve a certain skill if they fail initial 
certification. Great, that’s 50% more sellers ready to succeed.

The other 50%? Good to know, and it saves you the time and impact of waiting through another 
year of underperformance to ensure the organization has the right team in place. 
 
Certification has to actually confirm participants have gained a skill. Taking a test is often not the 
answer. Regardless, there are well-tested ways to certify if sellers have each of the skills. Know 
what they are and employ them.

Certification provides a huge boost to driving the changes you want and bringing your ROI case 
alive. 

Definition of Certify

cer·ti·fy
/sur-tuh-fahy/ ∙ verb
 
The process of confirming that someone has achieved a capability.
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Stage 3: Enable

You defined your goals for action and change in Stage 1: Craft. You’ve delivered transformational 
training in Stage 2: Deliver. 

Now it’s time to enable the change and empower your sellers to execute.  

It’s no easy task. Four of the top five sales leader and enablement challenges reported in our 
research include:9

 § Developing sales skills (90% somewhat to very challenging)

 § Increasing lead quality and quantity (89%)

 § Driving seller and team productivity (i.e., execution) (86%)

 § Developing sales managers (85%)

Top sales leader and enablement priorities reported include:

 § Improving seller productivity (96% very to somewhat important)

 § Increasing business with existing accounts (96%)

 § Improving sales opportunity approach and planning (96%)

 § Improving ability to communicate value (94%)

 § Driving new logos / new accounts won (93%)

 § Winning against difficult competitors (92%)

 § Improving sellers’ ability to inspire buyers with ideas (92%)

Everything below improving seller productivity can be solved with training. But not unless sellers 
execute.

And sellers can’t execute if they aren’t productive. 

Counter to sellers’ constant protests of having no time to focus on their development and do 
anything new or different, the reality is that most can find the time. In fact, 47% of sellers report 
they spend a significant amount time each day on non-value-add activities.10

When you combine skill development with the right productivity and execution coaching, success 
follows.

This is what drives Stage 3: Enabling the change. 

It’s essential to embed the sales method into the fiber of your company, especially through your 
sales managers and how they work with sellers to implement the training. This stage covers how to 
do this effectively, measure results, and improve the system. 

9  Mike Schultz and Erica Stritch, Top Sales Leadership Challenges & Priorities (RAIN Group, 2019). 
10  Mike Schultz, Mary Flaherty, and Erica Stritch, The Extreme Productivity Benchmark Report (RAIN Group, 
2019). 

https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/sales-white-papers/top-sales-leadership-challenges-and-priorities-thank-you
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1. Ensure Execution Through Sales Management and Coaching

If you’ve been following the process outlined in this paper, you have everything set up for 
success. Now you have to ensure it’s all applied and adopted. A core leverage point here is sales 
management and how managers help drive seller skills, productivity, and execution. It’s the sales 
manager’s job to:

 § Help sellers define goals and action plans, and guide them to the behaviors that will help 
them succeed the most

 § Work with sellers to use the tools and resources available so sellers execute more 
consistently and with better results

 § Motivate sellers to get to, and stay at, the top of their game

 § Advise sellers on how to win sales

 § Guide sellers to develop into top performers

 § Hold sellers accountable for their results

It’s also up to sales managers to make decisions about sellers who veer off, or won’t get on, the 
recommended path.

In fact, we found, through a study of 2,377 sellers and other professionals, nine specific habits 
sellers employ that make them most likely to execute and become top performers. When coaches 
help sellers to apply these habits, they’re most likely to choose the right activities, be motivated, 
be inspired to change, and take action that will produce results. 

For a sales university to be most successful, sales managers need to work with sellers to apply and 
adopt these habits in a highly structured way. We call this kind of coaching execution assurance. 

For example, we worked with a mid-sized IT systems integrator and ran a trial of RAIN Sales 
Prospecting paired with our execution assurance coaching. Within eight weeks, they had 
quadrupled their connect rate with prospects from three connections per week to 12. They went 
from booking an average of two and a half meetings per week per seller, to nearly eight per seller 
per week.

Sales Performance Environment  
 
Imagine you implement a well-planned sales education effort, but you do so with the following backdrop:

 § Weak sales management

 § An ineffective or non-existent sales process

 § The wrong talent

 § Debilitating compensation issues

 § Weak sales messaging and collateral

 § Unclear value propositions and lack of focus on value for the customer from management

To make a sales university work, the whole sales performance environment must, at the very least, not cripple the effort and, at 
best, drive seller performance to its maximum potential.

Sellers are like runners. When the performance environment is good, they have the right clothes, shoes, water, and good weather, 
which allows them to focus on running and winning. When the performance environment is bad, however, it’s like running on a 
hot, muggy day with weights on your ankles while wearing a wool sweater and jeans.

It’s a good idea to analyze the whole sales performance environment before implementing a sales university. This positions your 
sales university for the best chance of success, and allows you to make any other necessary changes outside of the training and 
enablement spheres of influence.

https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/sales-white-papers/goal-setting-worksheet-thank-you
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/sales-white-papers/3-daily-habits-to-increase-sales-motivation-thank-you
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/sales-research/extreme-productivity
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/resources/sales-white-papers/the-9-habits-of-extreme-productivity-thank-you
https://www.rainsalestraining.com/hubfs/PDFs/Extreme_Productivity_Challenge_Overview.pdf
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During the 12-week period from start to first measurement, their product pipeline doubled and 
their professional services pipeline just short of tripled. Combined they got 2.2x, or 220% growth, 
in just 12 weeks. The execution assurance coaching was a huge part of their success.

In short, sales managers are critical to make sure that sellers a) learn the skill, b) apply the 
skill consistently, and c) spend their time on the right activities to drive the best results. Many 
companies miss this part. Those that don’t tend to achieve outsized success. 

2. Train-the-Trainer and Coaches as Internal Experts in the Method

What’s the linchpin to making sure a sales university works and a sales method becomes 
embedded in the culture? Management that knows and lives the method.

Per our previous point, managers need to learn execution assurance coaching to help their sellers 
implement. Now, however, imagine sellers getting advice on how to sell from managers who 
don’t know the selling method itself? Everything breaks down. It’s important to make sure you 
have coaches involved with any major training initiative so they can bring the method alive in their 
conversations with sellers. 

The challenge here is often that train-the-trainer is onerous, requiring too much instructor-led 
classroom time to transfer the knowledge. As noted on page 21 under a flipped classroom, we’ve 
worked to decrease the time needed out of the field to transfer the method and knowledge for 
both internal trainers and sales coaches. 

3. Measure the Results and Continuously Improve 

You’d be hard pressed to find a piece of management advice that doesn’t advocate for measuring, 
analyzing what you find, and applying those measures for continuous improvement. Yet, for as 
often as you see the advice, you don’t see it actually happening.

It’s worth it.

We know a very successful corporate turnaround leader. When we asked him once, “What is the 
key to leading a successful turnaround?” His simple reply was, “When I’m at the controls, I need to 
know what buttons to push.”

If you don’t know what’s going on, it’s impossible to know what buttons to push. Fortunately, a 
lot—though not all—of the world of selling lends itself to measurement. While this is by no means 
an exhaustive list, the following (along with the measures presented on page 12) are a number 
of areas where measurement is meaningful and has helped numerous leaders understand what 
buttons to push and recognize the desired results.

Here are some measures over and above the lead and lag business measures noted on page 12 
you might find helpful for driving sales training and change success.
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Measure How It Helps

Satisfaction with learning Seller perception of sales training affects adoption and, as a result, business results from 
the training. Satisfaction also promotes the willingness to participate in future trainings.

Skills across selling topics

Measure the effectiveness of training to create capability (i.e., after training on insight 
selling, can sellers actually do it?).

Note that skills training is often measured by written tests. These aren’t very effective. 
Skills are best measured by observation, either in the field or internally through case 
study, assessment center, and presentation methods.

Knowledge across selling topics

Skills notwithstanding, if sellers don’t have the necessary fluent knowledge, they’ll be 
ineffective across the sales cycle.

As with skills measurement, written tests are largely ineffective as they don’t indicate 
whether or not a seller can apply the knowledge to their selling behaviors. Direct 
observation of sellers, and certification tests that are strong proxies of actual fluent 
knowledge in important topics, are better approaches for measuring the effect of 
knowledge training.

Adoption / effectiveness of learning 
modalities (e.g., online learning, self-
study)

Improve sales training usage rates, effectiveness of training, adoption, and sales results.

Ramp-up (e.g., time to full productivity, 
efficiency of process)

The efficiency and effectiveness of your ramp-up process affects revenue results, 
retention, the burden on the system, and sales management of new sellers.11 

Sellers and Selling Approach

Training Effectiveness

Measure How It Helps

Seller personal attributes Matching candidates to selling roles, coaching and development of sellers to exhibit 
behaviors that may not be in their comfort zones.

Sales method and process adoption

A number of independent studies have shown that the percent of sales force adoption of 
consistent processes and methods leads to greater effectiveness across the selling cycle 
(e.g., more opportunities opened, greater number of proposals won, fewer sales lost to 
no decision).

Satisfaction with job If sellers aren’t satisfied with their jobs, they leave. Satisfaction affects retention and 
directly impacts financial results when top performers turn over.

11  The average price of replacing a full-time rep is $29,000 and over seven months to locate and onboard 
each individual. Note this cost does not include the revenue lost when a producing seller leaves the company. 
Source: Peter Ostrow, It’s a Marathon, Not a Sprint: Best-In-Class B2B Sales Training For an Ever-Changing 
Market.
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Selling Effectiveness

Measure How It Helps

Pipeline (e.g., new opportunities 
created, opportunities that become 
qualified, proposals generated, 
discounting prevalence and percent, 
proposals won, lost to no decision, 
average size of sale)

Pipeline measures are the lifeblood of managing sales effectiveness. Small improvements 
in any area tend to create significant increase in revenue and margin.

Top performer results create benchmarks for possible performance for all sellers.

Account (e.g., penetration in divisions, 
wallet share vs. competitors, satisfaction 
with purchases, relationship strength, 
profit margins, quota attainment)

Like the pipeline, small improvements in any one area can create significant increase in 
revenue and margin.

Top performer results create benchmarks for possible performance for all sellers.

Buyer satisfaction with buying Affects repeat business and referrals, which are major determinants of financial success.

Imagine for a minute having your finger on the pulse of sales force effectiveness because you have 
access to real-time, reliable data like this. For those who do, they certainly know what buttons to 
push to drive increased sales training and sales force success.
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Just a few years ago, the revolution in sales training was about blended learning and 
reinforcement. Now these are accepted and expected parts of the process. The new revolution is 
establishing world-class sales education in the form of a sales university.

Start by asking a simple question, “If we were to set up our own <Company Name> Sales 
University, what would that look like?” This will drive strong visions for what sales education and 
sales results can and should be.

In the end, the organizations that create their own sales universities consistently build sales team 
capability, they design training that enables sellers to apply those capabilities, and they transform 
the way they sell. 

The end result: results and ROI grow over the long term.

If you want to build your own sales university, follow the three stages in this guide:

Establish a World-Class Sales University

Stage 1: Craft Stage 2: Deliver Stage 3: Enable

 Define the sales education and 
change strategy

 Define lead and lag success 
measures

 Build a competency model so you 
know what skills sellers need

 Establish a sales curriculum for each 
role based on what sellers in that 
role must be able to do to achieve 
top performance

 Tailor training to develop skills, 
knowledge, and attributes, including 
building job aids and performance-
support tools

 Deliver training that drives a 
transformational experience

 Use multiple delivery modalities, 
mixing live and online

 Have strong reinforcement

 Certify that sellers have learned each 
skill

 Ensure training is applied through 
formal management and coaching 
processes, especially to ensure 
execution

 Train trainers and coaches as internal 
experts in the method

 Measure the impact of sales training 
on performance and results, making 
adjustments and improvements 
continuously
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Total Access License®

Adopt a complete and robust sales method with RAIN Group’s Total Access 
License® to drive top sales performance. 

You’ll enjoy access to our suite of instructor-led sales training programs, online 
learning, performance support tools, learning journeys, and resources for your 
entire sales team. You’ll also get the greatest results from your investment with 
our Client Success Team, ensuring seamless integration and use across your sales 
organization. 

Features of RAIN Group’s Total Access License
Clients have access to:

 §  10 major sales training programs

 §  88 individual eLearning lessons across 9 courses

 §  5 core sales strategy, conversation, and planning tools, including the Strategic 
     Account Planner, Sales Opportunity Planner, and Sales Conversation Planner

 §  Two dozen sales-driving guides, templates, and worksheets 

 §  Extreme Productivity Assessment (individual and multi-rater) 

 §  Digital version of all participant materials

Resources available for facilitators:

 §  Detailed facilitator guides for major training programs

 §  On-demand walkthroughs for major training programs 

 §  33 coaching guides for core individual eLearning lessons

 §  11 in-depth webinars for live delivery

Embed an Award-Winning Sales Method
§  Customizable: Tailor to your company’s specific way of selling

§  Flexible: Develop curricula and deliver as it fits your schedule 

§  Complete Sales Method: Cover all aspects of sales skills, sales productivity, 
sales coaching, and more

§  Scalable: Deliver as much or little as you like from small groups to large roll 
outs as and when you need

§  Accelerated Onboarding: Maximize onboarding success and shorten time to 
full productivity

§  World-Class Education System: Deliver training that works, sticks, and transfers 
on the job

Unleash the Full Sales Potential of Your Team
Help your team master sales conversations, fill their pipelines, increase win rates, 
negotiate the best agreements, and drive growth at strategic accounts by getting 
all RAIN Group IP, programs, and tools for the cost of about one program per year.

A Total Access License is... 
Flexible: Full use of RAIN Group content 
across all delivery formats, learning 
journeys, onboarding and ongoing 
learning, and partnership with RAIN 
Group based on your team’s strategy, 
structure, and preferences. 

Cost-effective: Visionary pricing designed 
to dramatically decrease training cost 
per person while increasing training 
effectiveness. 

Results-oriented: RAIN Group’s leading 
intellectual property and world-class 
education system drive major increases in 
sales performance and results.

Contact RAIN Group
Phone: 1-508-405-0438

Email: info@raingroup.com

Web: raingroup.com

About RAIN Group
RAIN Group helps companies unleash 
the sales potential of their teams. We’ve 
helped hundreds of thousands of sellers, 
managers, and professionals in more 
than 75 countries increase their sales 
significantly with our sales training and 
sales performance improvement. 

Global Locations
Boston - Headquarters

Bogotá
Geneva

Johannesburg
London

Mumbai
Seoul

Sydney
Toronto
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About RAIN Group

Unleash the Sales Potential of Your Team with RAIN Group

RAIN Group is a sales training, assessment, and performance improvement company that helps leading organizations improve sales 
results. We’ve helped hundreds of thousands of sellers, managers, and professionals in more than 75 countries increase their sales 
significantly with RAIN Group’s consulting and sales methodology.
 
We can help you:

Implement Sales Training that Delivers Real Results
RAIN Group’s sales training system inspires real change and 
delivers real results that last. Our rigorous approach includes 
sales team evaluation, customized training programs, robust 
reinforcement, and coaching to help you and your team develop 
sales and negotiation skills, and maximize your results.

Grow Your Key Accounts
At most companies, there’s a huge, untapped opportunity to add 
more value—and thus sell more—to existing accounts. We help 
our clients capitalize on these revenue growth opportunities. 
Whether it’s simply increasing cross-selling and up-selling or 
implementing a major strategic account management program, 
we can help.

Identify Who Can and Will Sell with Great Success
Our assessments measure sales attributes and skills, identifying 
the factors that really make a difference in sales performance. 
Whether you’re looking to hire someone who can and will sell, or 
looking to improve sales performance, we’ll help you build the 
most successful sales team.

Implement World-Class Sales Coaching
We coach sellers, professionals, and leaders individually and 
in groups to achieve the greatest and fastest increase in sales 
results. And we train and certify leaders and managers in our 
RAIN Sales Coaching system. Often, it’s RAIN Sales Coaching that 
truly unlocks the team’s potential, and keeps them motivated to 
produce the best results consistently.

Find out more about how RAIN Group can help you 
unleash the sales potential of your team by visiting 

raingroup.com or calling (508) 405-0438.

Global Locations

Boston - Bogotá - Geneva - Johannesburg - London
Mumbai - Seoul - Sydney - Toronto

RAIN Group’s Clients

Connect with Us
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